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DZET
İstanbul Menkul Kıymetler Eorsası için 
en uygun olan endeksin seçimi
ALPER KÖSTEM 
MBA
Danışman : Doç. Dr. Kur şat Aydogan 
Eylül 1990, 125 sayfa
Bu çalışmada, dış ülkelerin menkul kıymetler borsalarında 
kullanılan endek.sler incelenmiş ve İstanbul Menkul Kıymetler 
Borsası için en uygun olabilecek bir endeks önerilmiştir. Esl:i ve 
Yeni 1MKB Endeksleri incelenmiş ve bunların averaj yatırımcının 
getirisini yansıtmaktan uzak oldukları gözlemlenmiştir. Eski )MKB 
Endeksi aslında "rastgele yatırım stratejisinin” sonuçlarını 
göstermektedir. Yeni 1 MKB Endeksi ise, İMKB ’deki şirketlerin 
pazar değerlerindeki değişiklikleri göstermektedir. Halbuki, 
averaj yatırımcının getirisini doğru olarak hesaplayabilmek için 
dikkate alınması gereken en önemli nokta, halkın elindeki
hisselerin pazar değeridir. Önerilen endeks bu nokta dikkate 
alınarak tasarlanmıştır. Bir başka nokta ise, bundan önceki İMKB 
endekslerinde kapanış fiyatlarının kullanılmasıdır. Kapanış
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iiyatlarırun endeksin am&.cı üzerindeki olumsuz etkisi. pazarın 
gün içindeki hareketleri incelenerek saptanmış ve endeks 
tıesap 1 anı rken ağırlıklı ortalama fiyatların kullanılmasının 
gerekliliği ortaya çıkarılmıştır. Önerilen endeksde ağırlıklı 
ortalama fiyatları kullanılmasıyla, Eski ve Yeni 1HKB 
Endekslerinin getirdiği tüm problemler çözülebilecektir.
Anahtar sözcükler : İstanbul Menkul Kıymetler Eorsası, Dov·.'-J ones, 
f i yat-a g 1 r11k 11, değer ağırlıklı, kros-koro 1 asyon katsayısı, 
kapanış fiyatları, ağırlıklı ortalama fiyatlar.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is imports.nt for an investor with a portfolio common 
s t.oci··:s t r-aded i ti an e >; ctia.rige to be able to assess its 
performance. It is essential therefore that there should be a 
Yc-rdstick which can be used and this is nothing but a market 
index.
The purpose of this study is to specify and propose 
solutions that can be met in the computation of a share price 
index for the Istanbul Securities Exchange (ISE) , and finally to 
select tfie most suitable index for the ISE.
The construction of an index is faced with the problem of 
choosing a formula . The Board of Directors of ISE decided to use 
two k.inds of indexes till now. The first index was valid between 
1.1.86 - 29.12.69 , the second one has been valid since 2.1.1990.
In the second half of the 1989 , when ISE began to grow 
both in the trading volume and the prices , ISE index took a lot 
of criticism from the financial analysts and researchers . They 
claimed that the ISE Index was failing to show the return of an 
average investor. As a result of these critiques, a new index was 
cons11'ucted and replaced with ttie old one. It was valid as of 
2.1.1990. However, the New ISE Index couldn’t find a solution to 
all of the problems stated for the Old ISE Index. The Chairman
of t h e  Capital Marl'et Board, Mehmet Şükrü Tekbaş went on Tecord 
in critisizing the current ISE Index^.He acknowledges the 
inefficiencies related to the current ISE Index and emphasizes 
the need for change in the index. Hence, this study may be used 
as a guideline to those people who are interested in the quest 
for· a better· index.
In part II of this study, the use of indexes and the foreign 
stock market indexes are discussed. In part 111, the Old and the 
Mew 1£E Index is analyzed in detail and the desired properties of 
a market index are given. In part IV, an index is constructed to 
solve the problems of tt\e curr-ent ISE Index. The proposed index 
is calculated by using the market value of publicly owned stocks 
of a company rather than the total market value of it. Hence it 
brings a solution to the biggest problem of the current ISE 
Index.
Part V, puts another problem of the ISE Indexes into the 
picture. Both the New and the Old ISE Indexes are calculated by 
using closing prices of the companies. However, the usage of 
closing prices misleads us in calculating the return of an 
average investor. Intraday behaviour of the market is analyzed to 
sfiow the undesirable effect of using closing prices. Results and 
conclusions ar·e presented in Par·t VI.
1Güneş Gazetesi, 3. 8. 1990
II. THE USE OF INDEXES & MARKET INDICATORS IN THE FOREIGN ST<X:K 
EXCHANGES
A. WHY DO UE WEED INDEXES?
” How ’s the market today ? ’’ " What ’s the index today ? ’’ 
These are probably ttie most frequently asked questions by 
customers to their brokers. But why ? Why should people be so 
concerned about moves in aggregate security prices ? One reason , 
of course . is that aggregate market moves have a major im.pact on 
the returns of individual stocks . Although the realized return 
on an individual security can be caused by a large number of 
factors, a significant portion of such events affects the prices 
of all securities . In the Capital Asset Pricing Mode 1 (CAPKi) , a 
security’s sensitivity to such events is captured by its market 
Beta . The relationship between expected return and unavoidable 
risk, and the valuation of securities that follows, is the 
essence of the CAPM. This model was developed by Sharpe and 
LiTitner in lQ60s, and it has had important implications ever 
since. Perhaps the most important challenge to the CAPti is the 
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT). Originally developed by Stephen
A. Ross , this theory is based on the idea that in competitive 
financial markets , arbitrage will assure that riskless assets 
provide the same expected return . Rather than the single factor
'sbeta; generating the CAPM, multiple factors are in4-'olved i in the 
a r t) i 11· a g e p· r i c i n g model’s return generating pj г о c e s s . ^  E; и t
regardless of the model used to depict security p<rice behavior 
ior the stocks quoted in New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) it is 
known that on the order of 30 % to 50 % of the return variability 
on common stocks is due to aggregate market effects . To make the 
same analysis for the stocks listed in Istanbul Securities 
E X c fi a n g e ( 1 S E .) , firstly 12 s t о cT: s h a e been selected . This
selection is made by examining the cross-соrre1 ations between the 
return of each stock and the return of tfie index . Tfie results 
are given through Appendix Al and A12. Running a regression for 
each stock it is found that on the order of 4 % to 69 % of the
return variability on common stocks is due to market index 
variability . The results of the regression analysis are given 
through Appendix B1 and B6.
As a second reason, many people believe that the size and 
direction of current moves can be related to historical movemients 
and used to determine whether today is a good time to buy or 
sell. Although statistical data refute the notion that puices 
move in identifiable patterns the belief remains widely accepted.
A third reason for knowing past levels of aggregate security 
prices is a performance criterion. The advantages of using 
aggregate market index to measure performance are twofold. First, 
they’re convenient. One does not need to spend the time and cost
'James C. Van Horne (1986)
required to identify end t x· e c l·. baseline i r» v e s t m e ii t ]:· o i· t f o 1 i o s . 
Instead, a. published index which is reasonably close in 
coniposition to that of the baseline portfolio can be used. For
e X a nj }:· 1 e ; if one’s baseline jj o r· t f o 1 i o c o n s i s t s m a i n 1 y of s t o c k s
in the oldest and largest U.S. corporations, the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average (DJIAJ might be used to evaluate 
performance. Second, a properly constructed market index can
indicate how the ’’average” investor and speculator did 
during ,say, the last year. If the returns on such an index are
1 C) 0 % d u r i i‘i g a given year·, t fi e n we could t i n k in ter- m s. o f
one-half of all investors and speculators earning 100 % or more 
and one-half 100 % or less. To do this ,however,we must have a 
we 1 1-constructed index which covers a large number of stocks.
B. DIFFERENT AVERAGES INDICES
Many different averages and indices exist and are published, 
Some of them are listed below.
1. Dow-Jones Averages
2. Standard Poor’s Stock Indexes
3. New York Stock Exchange Index
4. American Stock Exchange Index
5. Value Line Composite Index
6. Financial Times Index
7. New York Times Industrial Average
6. I^ JASE'AQ ..Compos i te Index
These over&ges srid indices ere constructed in different ways 
end useful for different purposes. Each of them will be exemined 
seperately in the following pages.
It is possible to classify the market indices discussed so 
far with respect to their weighting schemes and the averaging 
irethods they are using in their formulas. Table 1 i s  giving a 
c 1 assificaton of some market indices for this purpose.
Weighting Scheme
PRICE VALUE UNWE1GHTED
A V e r a g i n g 
M e t hi o d
Geometric DJIA, NYTIA AMEX,NASDAQ,SP,NYSE CRSP
Ar i t hmet i c VLCl, FT I — —
Table 1 A Classification of the Market Indices
1. DOW-JONES AVERAGES
The DJIA is the oldest and the most widely quoted market 
index of the American stocks. Its origin dates back to 1864 when 
it was first published by Charles Dow in an attempt to gauge 
movements in aggregate stock, prices. It was based on tfie prices 
of only 11 stocks. Over the time additional stocks were added 
untill there were 30 by 1928. Over time, a particular
stock may be considered unrepresentative of its industrial 
sector and substitutions are made.
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TY\e DJIA is computed by eddirig the prices of ttie 30 
securities end dividing by a denominator that is adjusted 
periodically to reflect changes such as stock splits. These 
events would distort the averages if no statistical adjustments 
were made. A very simple example illustrates this.
Y e a. r
F'e r 
A
£ hi a. r- e Price 
(1n TL )
B C
Shares 
A
OutS tc 
B
ending
C
Total 
( I n
A
Ha. r Let 
billion
B
Value
TL)
C
1 30,000 
¥.
7,500
20,000 10 , 0 0 0 1 mil. 1 mil. 500,000 3 0 20 5
9 20,000 10,000 4 mil. 1 mil. 500,000 30 20 5
3 5,000 18,000 9,000 4 mil. 1 mil. 500,000 20 18 4.5
4 10,000 25,000 
¥ ¥
12,000 4 mi 1 . 1 mil. 500,000 40 25 6
5 5,500 IS,000 9,000 S m i 1 .1 mil. 500,000 44 25 6
* stock A goes to 4:1 stock split in this time period
stoci< A goes to a 100 % capital increase by giving a
preemptive right to its shareholders (Exercise price of a right = 
TL 1000).
Table 2 Hypothetical mark.et value data
For example, assume that we wish to create a hypotethical 
DJIA for stocks A, B and C in Table 2 as of the first period. 
Bumming the prices and dividing by three the index value would be 
TL 20,000.
TL 20,000 = 30,000 + 20,000 + 10,000
A given percentage change in stock A has a larger impact on 
the index than that of B and C . This method of calculating E)J 1A
makes it a pr i ce-we i g h t ed 3,vera.ge. That is a high priced stoc)< 
carries more weight in the average than a low-priced stock.
Subsequent value a s s u iTj i I'l g 10 %
decrease
Initial In stock In stock In stock
value A B c
£ t Cl c k A 
Stock B 
Stock. C 
Sum
Average
TL 30,000 
20,000 
10,000 
TL 60,000 
20,000
Percentage chi a ri g e
TL 27,000 TL 30,000 TL 30,000 
20,000 18,000 20,000
10,000 10,000 9,000
TL 87,000 TL 58,000 TL 59,000 
19,000 19,333.3 19,666.7
-5.00 -3.33 -1.67
Table 3 Effects of high-priced S< low-priced stocks in DJIA
A given % 10 decrease in the high-priced stock A results in 
a 5 % decrease in the average versus only 3.33 % s,nd 1.67 % 
decrease in the average assuming a 10 % decrease in the 
low-p'riced stoclrs B and C (Table 3).
However, an adjustment to this procedure has to be made 
whenever a firm splits its shares. For example in year 2 of 
Table 2, stock A has a 4;1 stock split, and its market price 
per share drops to TL 7,500. It would be silly to simply sum year 
2 prices and divide by 3 , the index value would exhibit an 
artificial decline caused by the split. There are two ways in 
wfiich one could account for such splits. One way is to explicitly
adjust the numerator by multiplying stocl< A’s price by a 
a d j ' u s i n L & r t t  f a . c t o r ' \  For our case, this factor would be 4 and the 
new index would be CEilculated as follows:
(TL 7,500 * 4) + TL 20,000 + TL 10,000
TL 20,000 =
The second way is to adjust the denominator so that 
when " B-Y) adjusted divisor’^ is divided into post-split sum of 
stock ]jrices, the index doesn’t cfiange. Following stock A ’s 4 for 
1 split, this new divisor would be 1*675.
Index value prior to split =
Sum of prices after the split
U e w E) i s o r
Jew divisor' =
Sum of prices after the split 
Index value p>r i or to s 1 i t
i nJ e w divisor· =
TL 7,500 + TL 20,000 + TL 10,000
TL 20,000
= 1.87E
The DJIA is calculated using the adjusted divisor approach. 
Hence any time a stock splits, its relative importance in the 
index decreases. It is also valid for our case. After the split a 
given percentage change in the price of stock A has a smaller 
impact on the index than that of stocks B and C. This '-'can be
i 1 1 u£; t r·a. 1 ed as f o I 1 o s  :
£ u hi s e q u e n t a 1 u e a s s u m i V) g 10 %
In stock 1 n stock In stock
A B C
Initial 
\/ a 1 u e
Stock A TL 7,500 TL 6,750 TL 7, 500 TL 7,500
Stools B 20,000 20,000 16,000 20,000
S t. o c \< C 10,000 10,000 10,000 9,000
Sum TL 37,500 TL 36,750 TL 35,500 TL 36,500
Average 20,000 19,600 18,933.3 19,466.7
F’ercentage change -2.00 -5.33 -2. 67
Table 4 The effect of a stock split to the relative weight of a 
stock in DJIA.
To interpret the results, one can assume that the new shares 
obtained in a split were sold and the proceeds used to buy 
additional shares of the non-split stocks. If shares which 
undergo splits are those whose prices increase the most over­
time, this would result in a policy of continually selling the 
shares of high-price growth stocks and buying the shares of 
low-price growth stocks. The DJIA would be biased downward from 
the value which would have been obtained if the numerator 
adjustment approach had been used instead.
Another criticism of DJIA is its representativeness. Critics 
argue that the sample of 30 large, mature stocks can not 
reasonably measure market value changes of the typical stock.
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Studies of past price movements show that DJIA has not been as 
variable as other price indexes nor has it showm as a high giov/th 
rate.
2. AGGREGATE INDEXES
Aggregate indexes include not only the price of the stock 
but also the number of shares outstanding. The term aggregate is 
applied because the indexes are based on the aggregate market 
values of the issues included in the index. There are two 
well-known aggregate indexes. These^re the Standard and Poor’s 
indexes and the New York Stock Exchange indexes, 
i ; Standard Poor’s Stock Indexes
Standard ii Poor’s Corp. publishes a variety of indexes which 
largely overcome the problems inherent in the Dow averages by 
including a larger and more representative number of stocks as 
well as by concentrating upon changes in a firm’s total market 
value instead of per share values. There’re five Standard and 
Poor’s index series. These are the industrial, the utility, the 
transportation, the financial and the composite. The industrial 
is made up of 400 industrial stocks, the utility index is made up 
of 40 utilities stocks, transportation index is made up of 20 
stocks and the financial index is made up of 40 financial 
institution stocks. These 500 stocks then compose Standard and 
Poor’s Composite Index.
To calculate an index value, the total market value of a.11 
stocks being examined is calculated as of a base period. The base
11
p e r i o d aggregate a 1 u e is the a v e r a g e aggregate value for- t ti e 
period 1941-A3. The total market value of all firms is calculated 
at a future date and divided by this base period value. 
I'lotat i ona 1 1 y, this can be represer.ted as follows:
S it P C o ni p. 1 n d e X
r>oo
E  P. , * Q. ,b t b ti. = 1 
500
E bO bO
b= 1
X 10
bO
i O
bt
bt
m&.rket price per share in base period 
number of shares outstanding in base period 
current market price per share for ith stock 
number of shares currently outstanding
To illustrate the mechanics of the S ^ P^s indexes, we may 
use the data of Table 2* Assuming year 1 as the base period, the 
base period aggregate value comes out to be :
1=1
^ “ 30,000^1 mil,+ 20,000^1 mil,+ 10,000^500,000
= TL 55 billion
As of period 2, the market capitalization of the stocks 
remain unchanged at TL 55 billion.
3
E
b = l
p  ★  Q
b2 b2
7,500*4 mil,+ 20,000*1 mil.+ 10,000*500,000 
TL 55 bill ion
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Hence :  thie y ea r  2 i n d e x  v a l u e  would be
( TL 55 bill ion)
10 = - ------------------  * 10
( T L 55 billion)
Therefore· it is clear that a major advantage of this type 
of index is t fi a. t it automatically adjusts for s t o c ic s ]:* 1 i t s as 
total market values are used. Although stock A had a : 1 split 
and its price fell by 75 % , as the number of shares outstanding 
became 4 million (1 million in year 1) there was no change in the 
stool·:’s total market value and no change in the S p index.
Using the same app*roach in recession period, the index value was 
ca1cu1 ated to be:
^ P
E P. * 0. V 3 -L 3V = 1
E P.„ Q.. >-0 1.0 
v =  1
10
TL 20 bil + TL 18 bil. + TL 4.5 bi1 
TL 55 bil.
« 10
7.727
In expansion period :
S & P
E P. « Q.V4V = 1
E P. * 0to iot = 1
* 10
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TL AO bil + TL 25 bil. + TL 6 bil.
TL 55 bil.
10 = 12.909
However, the S P ’s indexes do require an adjustment
whenever a. firm issues additional stock or when a firm is 
rejz^laced in aii iiidex . Xhis sd 3ustnient jjrocess rray be represented 
as foilows :
M.
EP,^  = BP^ . (Equation 1)
where BP,, is the new base period aggregate market value, M is the N A
current aggregate market value after the change in the firm’s 
capi ta 1 i r.at i on and lig is the aggregate market value before the 
change in capitalization.
This can be illustrated by using period 5 of Table 2. 
Company A issued new stock worth TL 4 billion interms of its par 
value. The old base period aggregate value was TL 55 billion 
(period 1), and the current aggregate market value before the 
issuance of the new common stock was TL 71 billion (period 4). 
Substituting into equation 1. :
B = TL 55 bil. = TL 56.098 billion
TL 71 bi1.
Thus the new base period aggregate value becomes TL 58.098 
b i I’i'i on.
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The Standard i/. Poor’s indexes have several advantages over 
other indexes. First, they are broad covering a large number oi 
prominent stocks and provide detailed data on specific 
industries. Second, because each stock’s price is multiplied by 
number of shares outstanding, all stock splits are automatically 
accounted for in the numerator of the va 1 ue-we i ghted £ p index 
and they are not subject to splitting bias of the Dow-Jones 
indexes. Third, the use of the value weights has intuitive appeal 
because a value-weighted index is more likely to track actual 
cfianges in the aggregate market value of common stocks than a 
price-weighted or equa 1 1y-weighted index.
ii,Mew York Stock Exchange (NYSE) Index
In 1966 the I'Jew York Stock Exchange began publishing its own 
market index. The method of calculating this index parallels that 
of the S £< P indexes. It differs from the S P index in two
respects, however. First, the MYSE Composite Index is made up of 
all stocks listed on the Exchange whereas S & P index includes 
only the largest NYSE firms plus a few OTC firms. In this manner, 
the sampling problem is avoided. Second, the NYSE has a base 
index value of 50 as of December 31, 1965. In addition to the 
Composite Index of all NYSE stocks, various subindexes are also 
available. There is an industrial index, a transportation index, 
a utility index, and a financial index. Notationally NYSE
Composite Index may be represented as follows :
.2 P,, -
NYSE Comp. Index = — — -------------
t n  ^ 50
E  ^ Q.^vO vO
L= 1
v;here the terms a.re as previously defined, 
i i i. AMEX Index
In late 1973, the American Stock Exchange instituted a 
market value index similar to that oi the NYSE and Standard ^ 
Poor. This index was an arithmetic index that added and 
subtracted the average change in price of all stocks listed on 
t^ Je AMEX. The only apparent difference from the InIYSE and S p
index is that its base period is referenced in terms of 100 
instead of 50 as in NYSE Composite and 10 as in S P Composite, 
iv. Value Line Composite Index (VLCl)
The VLCI is the most broadly based of the major security 
indexes. It is composed of approximately 1700 stocks, comprising 
all of the stocks on NYSE, and a. portion of the AMEX, OTC and a 
few Canadian securities. Together, this index covers 96 % of the 
total dollar trading volume in American equity markets. Unlike 
the other indexes, the Value Line indexes are based upon 
geometric means of relative price movements. A geometric average 
of stock price changes is calculated by (1) dividing the closing
16
rice o f  SB c hi stock by its p* r- i c e in t hi e p r e c e e d i n g da y ; f 2.) 
coniputing the product of these ratios; (3) taking the n.th root of 
thiis product, where n is the total number of securities; and (4) 
s u b t r a G t i n g 1 . A £ i m pi 1 e ex a m \j i e will hi e 1 p us to illy s t r· ate t hi e s e 
calculations. Suppose we have three stocks X, Y, and 2 which have 
the prices time periods 1 and 2 as shown as in the Table 5.
Time F‘ e r· i 0 d
stock 1 2 Price Relatives
X 1 0 ,400 11,250 1.062
Y 12,000 11,250 0.938
Z 15,750 16,750 1.063
Total 37,400 39,250 VLCl^ = 100 j
Table 5 An example for calculating the VLCI Index
Multiplying the three price relatives and taking the 3 r d  root 
results in a geometric average relative equal 1.0255.
Geometric Price Relative = y i. oe 2 * o . pa e  ^ 1. o<53
= 1.0255
Value Line Index. - (Geometric Average) * VLI
Price Relative
VLI 1.0255  ^ 100 = 102.55
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Recall that , the method of calculating the DJIA results in 
its being a price-weighted average and the method of calculating 
the Standard b Poor's indexes results in value-weighted indexes. 
However, the use of a geometric average in calculating the VLCl 
results in each stock's being given approximately equal weight in 
the index and also results in a potential downward bias for the 
index overtime. If the index was price-weighted, then the average 
return would be A.946 % calculated as the ratio of the sum of the 
prices in the tw'o periods minus 1: (39,250/37,400)-! = 0.04946.
Thus, for our examp'le, price weighting gives greater weight to 
the high-priced .stock and results in a. higher return than does 
the geometric average.
3. OTHER U.S STOCK INDEXES
i. F i n a . n c i a . 1  T i m & s  1 n d s - x : Its base period is 1.7.1935. Iridex
value is calculated by using geometric average technique.
ii. Neu> Y o r k  T i m e ' S  I n d u s t r i a l  A v e r a . ^ e  : It is calculated similar
to the E)J IA but uses the split adjustment factor in the formula’s 
numerator and basedd on 25 stocks.
iii. N A S D A Q  C o m p o s i t e  I n d e x . : In 1971 the National Association of
Security Dealers began using its Automated Quotation System to 
determine various market value indexes on OTC stocks. This index 
covers more than 3,000 OTC stocks representing industrials, 
utilities, transportation, insurance, banks, and other financial
18
companies. It is computed in a fashion similar to the S 
NYSE indexes, using February 1971, as the base period \,'ith a base 
value of 100.
c £< P a  d
w it 
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ISTANBUL SECURITIES EXCHANGE CISE) INDEXES
A. OLD ISE INDEX
1 the beginning of 1966, the Istanbul Securities Exchange 
began publishing its own market index as soon as ttie trading 
activity got started in t ti e m a r· 1< e t. 1 t was valid till the e Ti d of 
19c;9. The index is constructed to be equally weighted. All oi the 
stocks assigned to the first market by the Board of Directors of 
trie ISE are included in the index. It is computed by taking the 
ar i t I'lTiet i ca 1 average of the index values of each stock that is 
i ri c 1 u ci e d in the ISE 1 r. d e x . T ti e i ri d e x value of a. c c· m a n y i s 
c a ! c Ü I a t e d by d i i d i n g t ti e current mi a r 1·: e t value w i t ti the t* a s e 
period mar·ket v'a 1 ue arid multiplying the r·esu 1 t by 100.
T i ie T o r miu 1 a of t tie Old ISE Index :
P  ^ QL t 1, t
100
45 P  ^ 0i=l to to
E 1.^  * 100
t = l
P = Base period price of the tth stock 
to
Q = The total number of outstanding shares of the ith stock at to
the base period
P = The price of the ith stock at time t
0 = The total number of outstanding shares of the i t h  stock at
time t
If a company increase its capital, the continuity of the 
index is p>rovided by adjusting the base period market value 'Sf 
that company.
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C A S E  1 : İ f a  company included in the index increase its capital 
by giving free shares from its revaluation fund there is no need 
to adjust its base period market value. The current mark.et value 
of the company is computed by multiplying the market price of the 
stock after the capital increase with the increased number of 
outstanding shares.
Example : Company A has a base period paid in capital of TL 1 
billion and a base period price of TL 1000. Noting that the 
nominal value of TL 1000 is accepted as one share in \ S E , the 
outstanding shares in base period is found to be 1,000,000 and 
the base period market value is TL 1 billion. Its market }:»rice 
just before the incresae in capital is TL 24,500 and paid in 
capital is TL 2 billion. Hence;
T - l
24,500  ^ 2,000,000
1,000 * 1,000,000
 ^ 100 = 4,900
If company A increases its capital to TL 4 billion by giving a 
1:1 free share (assuming that its revaluation fund is at least TL 
2 billion) and its market price after the increase in capital is 
TL 13,750, then its index value may be calculated as follows:
1 = 13,750 « 4,000,000 , ^
1,000 « 1,000,000
This means that the market value of the company has increased 
12.24 % ((600/4900l«100).
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C A S E  2 : I f a company included in the index increases its capital
by giving rights to its shareholders (capital increase by cash),
t hi e n t hi e base period market value hi a s to hi e adjusted. T‘ hi i s
a d i u s t m e 711 is made b y a ]:■ p 1 y i n g t hi e i o 1 1 o w i 7i g p r· o c e d u r· e .
a) The amount of capital inci-ease in cash is added to the market
value at the day before the increase in capital.
b) This sum is divided by the index value at the day before the 
i 71 c r e a s e i 7i c a p· i t a 1 .
c) This value in (b) is the new base period market value and it
is used as the base period mark.et value i 71 all of the
calculations afterwards.
Example : Company A, in the example i7i Case 1;, increase its
capital 100 % by giving rights to its shareholders. Its market 
price after the increase in capital is TL 13,000.
M nr, 1 4 . 1 2,000,000  ^ 24,500 + 2 billionIsle’w B.P. market value = — ---1 b_____Z LJi--------------  ^ 100
4900
1 L i , 040 ,616 ,  o27
13,000  ^ 4,000,000 
't+1 1,040,816,327
« 100 = 499G.08
This means that the market value of the company has increaased 
1.96 % ( (96.08/4900)»il00) .
C A S E  3 : Company A iricreases its capital to TL 6 billion by 
giving free shares ot par value of TL 2 billion and by collecting 
TL 2 billion cash from the rights. Its market price after the 
increase in capital is TL 9,000. Therefore the index value after 
the increase in capital may be computed as follows:
9,000 6.000,000
1,040,816,327
* 100 = 5188.24
Substitutions can be a troublesome problem for an index 
;cimputed from a smal 1 sairiple but the Old 1SE Index tiad been using
ail of the stocks quoted i 71 the first market. T ti e r e m a y b e a
s u b 5 1 i t i o n , deletion or addi tion only if there i s a. t r a n s f e r
bet i·; e e n t fj e f i r- s t and t ti e second market of ISE. F 0 r these
situations the ISE Index is multiplied by an a d j u £ t m e n t.
coefficient,
The Critiques that the Old ISE Index Faces :
Untill the 2nd half of 1989, the ISE meant nothing for most 
of the investors. Its daily trading volume was about TL 250 
million and it was a typical "very thin market” with the poor 
frequency of trading of its stocks. In those days,nearly 100 % of 
the investors has been investing in foreign exchange, gold and 
other investment instruments but not ih stocks. Hence, nobody
should саге İSE or its index. In the beginning of 19S9, the 
Central Bank got the control of foreign exchange rates and the 
demand for foreign exchange began to decrease. On the other hand, 
t ti e г e w a. s a supply pressure c- n gold in t ti e world and t hi i s a 1 s о 
effected the gold price in our country. Hence, the Turl-'ish 
investors began seeking for a new investment instrument and this 
new instrument was nothing but 1 £ E . In t hi e beginning of C' c t о In e r· 
1969, the ISE Index has reached to 1600 caused by a demand boom. 
ISE hias managed to be the focal point of not only the Turkish 
investor's but also thie foreigners. As a natural result of this 
interest, investors have started to examine ISE. What has to be 
done in order to develop this market? How to build a good future 
for this market? The answers given to these questions put the 
problems of ISE into the picture. The ISE Index is one but not 
the most important of these problems. However, as its solution is 
easier than the others, this problem of the ISE w^ as handled by 
the Board of Directors of ISE firstly. The critics that were 
given by the financial analyst and researchers to the Old ISE 
Index could be sun'imarized in two topics :1) Weighting 2) Sample 
size ^ Г' e p r· e s e n t a t i V e n e s s
1) W E I G H T I N G : Equal weights should not be used. Instead a 
security’s weight in the index should be proportional to the 
fraction of total market value represented by all the firms’
shares outstanding. This problem could be best understood by the 
help of a small example.
E >: c·. ri! p 1 e :
Table 6 An example for showing the inefficiency of the weighting 
E c i ‘i e m e  u s e d  i n  t h e  O l d  1 S E  I n d e x
Initial
Subsequent value assuming 10 % 
increase in
V a 1 u e A B
£ t o c k A 500 550 500
S t o c ]< B 1,500 1,500 1,650
Old ISE Index 800 801 803
P e I' c e n t a g e c hi a n g e 0.125 0.375
 ^ The other 48 stocks are also included in the index but they are 
excluded from the table just for the sake of simpilicity. They are 
assumed to be kept constant in both cases.
Nearly 20 % of the total daily trading volume is made on 
stock A, o n the other hand only 1 % o f the total trading volume 
is made on stock B. As a logical consequence of this statement, 
an increase in stock A should affect the index value 20 times 
more than the same amount of increase in stock B. However, as 
stiown in Table 5, 10 % increase in stock B affects ttje Old 1£E 
Index more than 10 % increase in stock A which creates a big 
contrad i ct i on.
2) S A M P L E  S I Z E  R E P R E S E N T A T I V E N E S S  : The size and the
representativeness of, the sample should be checked in detail. 
Including all the prices of the shares that are infrequently
traded will create a serious '’missirıg information'^ problem. In 
t ti e Old 1 £ E Index, t ti i s missing i n f o x- m a t. i o ri is sol v e d h- y c a x- x· >' i rj g 
forward the latest transaction price without change but this 
method was reducing the ability of the index to captuxe the 
g eu'i e r a 1 t x e n d in p x· i c e s . A more appropriate solution is to 
e X elude s ucfi b t o c 1·; s f x- om t tie i rid e x . A sam]:»1 e of sise 1 £ - 20 s fiou 1 d 
be selected to construct an index, and this sample should contain 
e 1 e m e ri t s x· e }:> x· e s e n t i n g all s e c t o i‘ s of t hi e industry.
B. NEW ISE INE^ EX
In order to solve the problems associated with the Old ISE
Index, ISE experts set up a, new index which w^ as valid as of
January 2,1990. It is a value-weighted index and is very similar 
to S ^ P Composite auid NYSE Indexes. It differs from them by its
base period value that was set equal to 100. For the New ISE
İ7idex the calculation is as follows :
50
New ISE = i-t 50
* 0I l
« 100
E * Q. ^. lO vO\.= 1
w'tiexe P , Q. , P. . Q. эге as defined earlier vt vt \ 0 1.0
In order to prevent a misadaption in the first application 
day of the new index, the total base period market value was 
adjusted. The market capi ta 1 i za t i oil of the stocks that were 
included in the index was TL 15,575,5E’.2, AOO, 000 and the Old ISE 
Index was 2217.6615 as of 29,12,1969. Hence the adjusted total
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b a £ e jj e r i o d m a r· k e t v a. 1 u e :
5 0
E f*· -  ^ 0\.o t o
IS,575,582.400, 000 
2217.6615
T' h 6 IJ 0 W 1 h- E I n d t X r G CJ U i r 0 5 B. n G. d j U £· t n*i G Ti t VJ h G Ti G V G r G. Î 1 1· H'l 
issues additional stock or when a substitution is made in the 
index.
C.4SE' 1 : If a firm issues additional stocl: by giving free shares
to their £ f) a. r e Ü 1 d e r· s , the index automatically adjusts. T fi e r· e ’ 1 1 
be no change in the total base period value,only the
outstanding shares number of the firm is cha.nged.
C A S E  2 : If a firm issues additionc». 1 stock by collecting cash
from its shareholders, the New ISE Index do require an adjustment 
in its total base period market value. This adjust merit process 
may be represented as follows :
BP BP  ^1-1
CMC + CIO
t -  1 (Equation 2)
MC
t - i
BP , BP : Ease period market value at t and t-1
i  t - i  ^
CIC : Capital increase in cash
HC , MC : The market capitalization at t a7*)d t-lt-i
Equation 2 should be simplified furthermore by using the foriPiUla 
o f 11) e New ISE Index.
MC _ İSE  ^ BP
İSE =  i— i—   ^ 100 ^ MC = ---i— i------(Eqn. 3)t-1 t-1BP1-1 100
Substituting Equation 3 into Equation 2 ;
BP = BP *(1 + £1£_ ) = BP » ( 1 + ----- 2İ.2------<· <-”1 t-1MC BP * ISEt-1 t-1 t-1
^ 100 )
Equation 4
Example : Kepez Elektrik Inc. has increased its capital from TL 
10 billion to TL 20 billion by giving rights to its shareholders 
in January 22,1990. The base period value before the increase in 
capital was TL 702,342,643,365 and the ISE Index was 
3711.63.Hence;
BP = TL 702,342,643,365t-1
CIC =TL 10,000,000,000
ISE =3711,63t- 1
Substituting these values into Equation 4, results in a new base 
period value of TL 702,612,066,772.
BP = 702,342,643,365 + « 100 = TL 702,612,066,772
3711.63
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C. RAPIDLY CHANGING FEATURES of the ISTANBUL STOCK E X C H ^ U G E  
In order to construct the luost suitable merl'et index for the 
ISE v;hich will give an indication of the prices of the entire 
population under consideration, first of all, the features of the 
ISE has to be exainined. Hasan Ersel and M. Fatih Çoşan'^has done a 
similar work in 196G in which they attemipted to derive the most 
suitable sfiare pr-ice index for tfie ISE. After reviewing of the 
main features of t hie Ex chisinge , thiey came up w i t hi a ]:ji' i ce- we i ghi ted 
index composed of most actively traded shares and calculated by 
arithimetic mean. Their study is no more valid today as the 
features of thie ISE hi as totally changed.
In thieir study they set up a table w hi ich shiows the frequency 
of trading of the 53 shares traded on the first market between 
January G, and February 7, 198G.
No. c> f d a. y s ^ l>lo. of stocks % S hi a, r e in Total S t o c k s
25 1 1.9
20 - 24 1 1.9
15 - 19 7 13.2
10 - 14 8 15. 1
1 - 9 34 64.1
0 2 3.8
1) No o f  d a y s  a t  I s a s t  a  p r i c e  q u o t a t i o n  i s  a u a i l a b l e
Table 7 Frequency of trading for First Market stocks of ISE on
J anuary 1986
Çoşan Fatih M. and Ersel Hasan 098/)
·.··' y
İt wa.E apparent from their table that the i£E was a typical 
very ’^thin marlief’ (Table 7;. Preparing the same table for May 
7- June & 1990 period, the big development in the market could 
easily be seen (Table 8) .
ÎNİo . of day s ^ InJo . of stocks % Share in Total Stocks
25 50 96.2
20 - 24 1 1.9
1 5 - 1 9 — 0.0
10 - 14 0. 0
1 - 9 1 0.0
0 0 0.0
i> Ua o f  d a y s  a t  I eas t a  p r  i c &  q'u.o t a l i  o n  t s  az?ai I a b  I e 
Table 8 Frequency of trading for First Market stocks of ISE for 
the period May 7 - June 8, 1990
Vvhiile only one stock (1.9 %) was traded in every session in 
Table I f  this number has reached to 50 (96.2 %) in Table 6 .If the 
frequency of trading criterion is taken as to be traded in more 
than half of the sessions, only 12 stocks (22.64 %) in Table 7 
car» be identified as satisfying ttiis condition wtiereas this 
number reaches to 51 (98.1 %) for Table 8. Hence, the first 
market of the ISE is no more a typical very "thin market" and the 
problems they claim to be caused by that structure of the market 
in computation of an index seems to be d i iri i n i shed.
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1. T Yi e '^missing information^^ is no more a problem because almost 
a. 11 t fi 0 s t o c V: s i rj c 1 u d e d in the index are traded in e v e r y t r· a d i n g 
day.
2:. T ]· 1 e m a r V: e t becomes convenient for· constructing an index which 
includes limited number of stocks from various sectors of the 
i n d u s t i ’/ a r¡ d it is a 1 s o o s s i b 1 e t o c o ri s t r· u c t subí r» d ices f or· t ti e 
principal sectors of the industry although these subindices could 
i ric 1 ude only 5-6 stocks at most,
3. Transaction prices of the shares or a company with large par- 
values were lower than the shares with smaller par values because 
of the difficulties in delivery. But today, it does not cause any 
problem as the demand for stocks are booming and the daily 
trading numbers are very high. As a result of this, there is no 
price difference applied to the shares with large par values for 
t C' day.
A. Another problem specific to the I£E was the disparity between 
the prices of the old and new shares of the sa.me stock. There was 
one new share and one old share from the same stock till 
ex-dividend date. This problem has been solved with a 'VJividend 
d i f f e r e ri c e 3 list. The differences between the old s bi a r e s and new 
shares of the companies are shown at this list and all 
t r ansact i or.B are made from the old shares price. If your shares 
are new, y o u M  I get a dividend difference for· each s hi a r^ e fro m 
your broker. This list is renewed continually.
5. Çoşan and Ersel (1986) have discussed only the price-weighted 
indices because only a small portion of··' the outstanding shares
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w e r e \j c· I e ]‘i t i a. 1 1 y traded on t hi e s e c u r· i t i e s market and it v; a s 
i m ]j c; s £ i b 1 e to estimate t hi e s hi a r· e s o u t s t a. ri d i n g a a i 1 a b 1 e 1 o r 
1 r a d i n g since little i n r o r m a t i o n was available. However, t hi e s e 
claims are invalid currently. 10-70 % of the outstanding shares 
of a security quoted in the ISE is owned by the public, and the 
shares outstanding available for trading can easily be found by 
looking at the op>erating reports of the company. Hence, not only 
the pi· i ces - we i ghit ed indices but also the value-weighted indices 
have to be discussed.
D. DESIRED PROPERTIES OF MARKET INDICES AND THE CASE FOR ISE 
In the selection of a mark.et index with which to worl·:, we 
should consider such factors as sample size, r e pr e s en t a. t i v ene s s , 
weighting, and convenient units. Therefore tiiese factors sficuld 
be considered for ISE also.
1. SJAMF-'LE SIZE : Sampling is a problem in constructing market 
indices, and the first thing causing this problem is the 
selection of sample size. It should be a significant fraction of 
the population but if it is too large cost of compiling comes 
into the picture. However this cost does not cause a big problem 
in constructing an index for the ISE as there are only 83 stocks 
quoted in the 1 s t plus the 2 n d  market of the ISE. ISE is a 
rapidly developing market, hence the ViUmber of the population is 
increasing rapidly. Each month, 2 or 3 stocks is being listed in 
the ISE by the permission of the Turkish Capital Market Board.
This number is expected to reach 120 at the end of the year 
1900..
T’ o include all of t. e s t o c 1: s ir\ the index is not a good and 
practical idea, although it is not too costly to compile. Thexe 
are o t li e r reasons.
a; Each time a new stock is quoted, the sample size has to be 
increased which means an adjustment and a change in the ISE 
Index.
E V a. m }:> 1 e :
B e f o r· e quotation
ISE Index =
B3
V P  * Q^  I t  L ti = 1
t B 3
V P ^ 0
^  io \.o1=1
After quotation
8 4
r P ♦ Q^ i. l Vi
 ^ 100
ISE Index = 1. =  1
t 8 4
 ^ 100
lO vOi=l
You have to adjust the base period value, and change the limits 
of the summation.
b) Although the frequency of trading has increased a lot compared 
v.iith the past years, there are still some stocks which are not 
traded everyday. This will cause a missing information problem if 
they are included in the index and it will reduce the index’s 
ability to capture the general trend in prices.
So w ı^a t should be the sa.mp» 1 e size for t hje I £E ? WY\a t s fiou 1 d 
be the strategy in choosing tfie sample size for the ISE7^  First of 
all, a. t i n I e p- e r· i o d ii as to be c hi o o s e ri of at least 4 m o n t hi s (not 
less thian 100 data for statistical p>urposes) * Then a.n 
elimination process should be applied.
a.) Any stock that is not traded even in one trading day should be 
el i m i n a t e d immediately.
b) Tlien the remaining stocks has to be sorted by giving weights 
V' ith respect to their total trading volume in the period, and the 
IT)3 r 1;e t. /a 1 ue of t hie i r s toc 1<s ov/ned by the p·ub 1 i c .
An index has to show how much an investor· or speculator is 
earning 07“! thie average. Hence, the total outstanding shares or 
total market value of the company is not important but the 
u u t s t a n d i 7‘i g s hi a r e s a v a i 1 a. b 1 e for t r· a d i n g is very i m p> o r t a I'l t. 
However, this 7')uniber may not be easily fourid for each conipai’iy 3.r\d 
it may not be reliable in some cases either because some 
companies play with the market.price of their stocks by selling 
or buying their own stocks in the Exchange as a niarket maker, or 
a big shareholder of the company may buy or sell stocks in the 
market. He7ice, this number may be continuously changing ir\ time.
Therefore, a proxy of this i^ iumber should be used ai'id this is 
noth) i 7*7 g but the daily tradi7"ig volumes. The remaining stocks which 
are not elimi7'iated in part (a) should be sorted with respect to 
their total tradi7ig volume 171 the period. The final selection of
da
the sEi rn]j 1 e size should be made after- discussing t f,e
r ep'r e s eri t a t i Verie s s of t tie index.
. hEF’ft ESENTAT1 VENESS: The stocks included in the index, should be 
re):>i esent a t i ve of the marifet as a whole or of the segment being 
m e 3, s Ü ]'· e cl. A s a ri example, if a ri i n u e x c o n s i s t s of ri 1 y large f i r· iv; s 
C) r f i r- rn s that a r- e all in tT) e same industry, t fi i s will cause a 
bias in t fi e index and t.fi e index will not be representative.
Cons i der· i rig t fi i s ):»o i r»t of view as a s t ar· t i rig j:·o i ri t, we
s t) o u 1 d classify t e w ti o 1 e industry i n t. o sectors. After m a t: i Tj g 
t i 1 i s sector· c 1 a. s s i f i c a t i o n for· t hi e 1 £ E , we s o u 1 d select at 
most 2 s t o c 1< s from e a. c t» g r· o u p» in w ti i c h t hi e y ' r e sorted with
respect to their total tr-ading volume in the selected p'eriod.
3. UEIGHTING; The stocks included in the index should be assigried 
weights that correspond to the actual investment opportunities in 
the market. Each weighting scheme represent an investment 
strategy. For exam.ple, equal weights could be used to represent 
the results of a '^no skill” investment strategy. Hence, this 
weighting scheme may be used in the Exchai'iges which are in the 
first stage of their life cycle. As the Istanbul Stock Excr.ange 
has finished the first stage of its life cycle and has reached to 
its development stage, equal weights should not be used. Using a 
value weighted index may also result in some contradictions. The 
market value of the stocks owned by the public should be used 
instead of the total market value of the firm. Using a proxy; the 
weight of a security can be taken as the ratio of the daily
trading volume o f a etock to the daily trading volume of the 
mar l:et .
. CON'j'ElJ 1 ElJT tiİNİlTS:An index should be stated in units that can 
be easily used to answer relevant questions. Hence. the base 
period index value should be set to a number which will serve to 
ttie aim of giving quick answers to the most-asked questions in 
that market, for the 1£E, setting the base period index value to 
100 niay be advantageous in giving the answer at the following 
question. ”How much percent did an investor gain from his 
portfolio consisting of the ISE stocks till 198G?’’
Example: If tire ISE Index is 175 for today, one can quickly
ansvjer the question as 75%.
E. SOME CRITIQUES FÜR THE ISE INDICES 
1. OLD ISE INDEX
S A M P L E  S I Z E  : Including all the stocks creates a missing
information problem caused by the infrequently traded stocks. For 
the sake of the reliability of the index, these stocks have to be 
totally excluded from tY ie index. While setting up this index, tkie 
stocks quoted in the 2nd market of the ISE were not considered. 
For the conditions of 1986-1968, not including the stocks quoted 
in the 2nd market in the index may be accepted as they were 
infrequently traded. But starting from the 2nd half of 1989, the
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î г e q и e псу о i trading of e-locks in the 2nd marl:et apr-roacheE to 
the frequency of trading of the stocks in the 1st market. A1 tel- 
г. he February 1990, one could count at least 10 stocks v/hich were 
traded in each trading day. Hence, classifying the market as the 
1st market and t h e  2nd market could no longer be justified. The 
stocks quoted in the 2nd ms.rl.:et that v«ere traded in each trading 
day should also be included in the index. The problem was 
partially solved by transferring that kind of stocl<s from tfje 2nd 
niEiiket to the 1st market (Deva Holding, Makina Takım;.
P : E F F : E S E N T A T 1 V E N E S S : The old 1 £E index consists of all the stocks 
quoted in the 1st market. As the sample was the whole population 
there was no representativeness problem assuming that the 
population under consideration was consisting of the stocks 
quoted in the 1st market of the 1£E. However, by the end of 1969 
it tiecame im]jOSsible not to consider some of tkie stc*cks quoted in 
the 2nd market of the ISE,
Example: Taking into the consideration of the first 3 months of 
1990, some of the stocks that were traded in each trading day 
appeared in the 2nd market. One of them was Interna. Interna was in 
the sector of construction materials and in this sector there 
were 2 stocks, Izocam and Yasas, existing in the 1st market of 
the ISE. This sector was represented by these two stocks in the 
index. But it was no more a good representation as Interna has to 
be taken into account in selecting the representative of this 
sector that would be included in the index.
W E I G H T I N G : Equal weights were used for each stock in the old ISE 
Index. They represent the probability of selecting any gi'/en 
security with randorri sampling. For the first three years of i Y i e  
1£E. this weighting scheme was suitafcle as it could represent the 
results of a '^ no skill” investment strategy, and this investment 
strategy was valid for t fi e investors in the market. But s t a. r t. i n g 
from thie 2nd half of 1969, the ISE begun to develop and more 
sophisticated investors begun to invest in the ISE. Today, a 
significant portion of the investors are skilled and rational. 
Hence, tfiis weigfiting scheme sfiould no more be used.
2. NEW ISE INDEX:
The critiques given to the Old ISE Index for the sampHe size 
and representativeness are also valid for the New ISE Index. 
Therefore, only the weighting scheme of the New 1£E Index will be 
d i scussed.
W E I G H T I N G : The new ISE Index is a va1ue-weighted index. It is
calculated by dividİ7ig the total market value of the stocks 
included in the index with the total base period market value. 
What does this index serve for? What does it represent? The 
illustrations will help us in answering these questions.
Example 1 :
The
the
value of 
ISE Index
2.1.1990 30.4.1990 % Change
2217.66 3308.23 + 49 . 18
Table 9 The return of ISE 1ndex -in the first four montfis cif 1990
A £ £ li own in t hi e Table 9 ♦ the new J £ E Index hi a s a 49.16% increase 
i n \·’ a 1 ue i n 4 mon t hs .
Most of the investors in thie market want to learn the answer 
of thie follo’wing question. ’^What does the index show?’’ For our 
e >i a IT: ]:»1 e t hi Is q u e s t i o ri may ti e adjusted as -HJ hi a. t does a 49 % 
i n crease in t hi e i r\ d e x m e a ri ? In fact t hi e index was d e s i g n e d to 
serve for the purpose of showing how much an investor is earning 
on the average. But this index is only showing how much the total 
market value of thie firms has increased. To show thie differ·ence 
we may use a.no thie r* e xamjj 1 e .
E X a m }:· 1 e 2 :
(TL Billion) (TL) (TL В i 1 1 i on) 4
Paid in % of Total
Capí t a 1 Price Market Value M a r k et Value
Köytaş 1.05 19,500 20.475 0. 09
Koç Fîolding 50.00 37,000 1,850.000 7.99
Table 10 Calculation of the weights of Köytaş and koç Holding 
stocks in the current ISE index
In Table 10, the weights of Koç Holding and Köytaç stocks in the 
current ISE index is computed as of 20.4.1990. As can be seen 
from the last column of Table 10, the weight of Koç Holding is
68.78 times the w^eight of Kc-ytaş stock. The effect of Köytaş to
Total Market Value = (Index  ^ BP) / 100 
with the 'values of 20.4.1990.
23,153.9 TL Billion
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the index is negligible compared with that of Koç Holding 
However♦ the picture eeems quite different in Table 11.
(TL Bill ion) % о f
Trading Vo 1ume Total Trading
in 5 Months Vo 1ume
Kc-y taş· 37.691 0.93
\\oç Holding 40.842 1.01
Table 11 Calculation of the ratios of Köy taş and Koç Holding 
stocks’ trading volume to the total trading volume 
of the market for the period 1.12.1969-30.A.1990 .
Although the weight of Koç Holding is about 89 times tl'iat of 
Köy taş in the curi'ent ISE index, nearly the same TL amounts were 
invested in both of the stocks during the 5 month period. This 
example is very typical for showing the inefficiency of the 
weighting scheme used in the current ISE index.
Total trading Volume in the Period = TL 4,043,606,125,249
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A. COK^STR'UCTION ÜF THE INDEX
This index proposal has been prep-ared on the basis of the 
claims of the part »’DESIRED PROPERTIES OF MARKET INDICES AND THE 
CASE FOR ISE The choosen period is a five month period 
^1.12.1990 - 20.4.1990). Then the procedure has app-lied to the 
Ö a t a .
1. EL 1 M ] NAT 1 OInI PROCESS: The stocks that are not traded even in 
one trading day is eliminated from further discussion. This is 
made on the purpose of preventing the missing information 
pjioblem. The trading volumes of the eliminated stocks are very 
small which proves the need for this elimination process. This 
also simplifies the work for selecting the sample size.
DATA :
Period : 1, December, 1989 - 20, April, 1990
Size : 100 (Daily)
Elimination criterion : Not being traded in at least 2 trading 
days
( 1 .day is tolerated for this time, but it is advised that it
should not be tolerated fui'thermo re)
IV. AN INDEX PROPOSAL FOR THE ISE
4 1
THE LIST OF ELIMINATED STOCKS 
IN SELECTING THE SAMPLE FOR THE BURC INDEX
1 ) Aka 1 Teksti 1 23) interna
2) A k £ a 24) î z D c a m
3) A 1 a r k о Holding 25 ) Kav
4) Allaş 26) Kepez Elektrik
5 ) Altinyunus Çeşme 27 ) M a k i n a Takım
6) Aslan Çimento 28) Mard in Çi mentó
7 ) Ay gaz 29) Marmaris Marti Üt
S) Ay mar 30) Ne t bank
9 ) Bolu Çimento 31 ) Net Holding
ID) Çanakkale Çimento 32) OV:an Tekstil
11 ) Denizi i Cam 33) Pinar Entegre Et
12) Deva Holding 34) Pinar Su
13) E) ogusan 35) Pinar Un
14) E c z a c i b aş i Y a t i r i m 36) Peg P r- o f i 1 o
15) Ege Endüstri 37) P i maş
16) Ege Gübre 38) Po1y 1 en
17) Enka Holding 39) Santra 1 Holding
16) Erciyas Biracilik 40) T e z s a n
19 ) F i nansbank 41 ) T. Siemens
20) Gentaş 42) T. Tuborg
21 ) Gorbon 1ş i 1
22) İktisat Finansal Kiralama
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2. SORTING PROCESS: The stocks that are not eliminated are sorted
v.'ith respect to their total trading volume in the p'eriod.
1\1 arrie oi the Security 
Ereg 1i Demi r Çe1 i k 
Çu k u r o V a E 1 e k. t r i l·:
Ka r tonsan 
Sarkuysan 
Çelik Halat 
B a g f a ş 
R a b a k 
A l< Ç i m e n t o 
Me taş 
K o r· d s a 
Arçe1 i k 
T e 1etaş 
Koruma Tarim 
Iş Bankası 
Ege Bir* acili k 
Güney B i rac i 1 i k 
T. Demirdöküm 
T, Şişe Cam 
Koç Holding 
Köytaş
(In TL Billion)
Total Trading Vol urne in tkie Period 
1,211.216 
636.681 
161.045 
128.592 
10^.765 
104.273 
81.329 
71.505 
70.793 
58.603 
57.037 
52.900 
52.439 
45.613 
44.2G4 
43. б! 6 9 
42.796
41.078 
40.842 
37.691
4 3
l\!a.iTie of the Secur i ty 
Î 3 S o S
E I- i E a
Gübr e Fabr- i ka 1 ar i 
I zdaş
Koç Ya t i r i m 
Ü t o £ a n 
Çi msa 
0 1 m u k s a
Mensucat Santral 
H e k t a s
Na saş
Pınar Süt 
Anadolu Cam 
Good -Year·
Yapı Kredi Eankasi 
T. S· K· B.
S i f aş 
M a r· e t
(In TL Billion)
7' o t a 1 T r· a d i n g V o 1 u m e in t hi e Period
37.095 
35.867 
34.543 
30.315 
30.174 
29.976 
27.636 
27.608 
26.393 
25.015 
22.284 
21.018 
19.121 
17.507 
16.773 
9.080 
8.790 
7.314
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3. CLASSIFICATION: The whole induetry is classified into sectors.
For the purpose of selecting tfie sector representatives, the 
39 stocl's axe classified into 19 sectors.
Name of the sector Name of the security
(In TL Billion) 
Total trading volume
AUTOMAT 1VE В X' i S а 35.667
Otos а n 29.976
G о о d - Y e а X· 17.507
BANK ING î ş В а n к а. s i A5.613
Yapi Kredi Bankası 16.773
T . S . К . В . 9.080
BREWERY Ege Bi raci 1 ik 44,264
Güney E i гас ilik 43.669
CEMENT Akç i mentó 71.505
ÇTmsa 27.666
CONSTRUCT 1 ON MATER 1ALS Y a s a ş 37.095
CORPER PRODUCTS Sarkuysan 128.592
Kabak 81.829
ENERGY PRODUCTION Çukurova Elektrik 638.681
FERTILIZER &
AGRICULTURE INPUTS Bagf aş 104.273
Koruma Tarim 52.439
Gübre Fabrikalar! 34.543
Heк taş 25.015
Name of the sector Name of the security
FOOD Pinar Süt 
Mar et
T. Şişe CamGLASS PRODUCTS
Anadolu Cam
HOLDINGS D INVESTMENTS Koç Holding
HOUSEHOLD GOODİ 
İR OİNİ-SHEDDING
I RON-STEEL
INDUSTRIAL LINEN 
PRODUCT ION 
PAPER PRODUCTS
STEEL-ALUMlNIUM
TELECOMMUNICATION
TEXTILE
Koç Yatirim 
A I- ç e 1 i k 
T . ['em i r döküm 
Dök taş
ElegI i Dem ir Çelik 
Metaş
î zm i r Dem ir Çelik
K o r- d s a 
Kartonsan 
0 1 m u k s a 
Çelik Halat 
Nasaş 
T e 1 e taş 
Köytaş
Mensucat Santral 
S i f as
(In TL Bili i on) 
Total trading volume
21.018
7.514
41.078
19.121
40.S42
30.174
57.037
42.796
13.102
1,211.216
70.793
30.315
56.303 
161.045 
27.608 
104,785 
22.284 
52.900 
37. €l91 
26.393 
8.790
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-q. SELECTION OF THE SAHPLE: The stock that has the lar^jest 
11 3. c) i rj g o 1 u ri e is selected i r· o m e a c Yi s e c t o r· to h) e t hi e 
representative of its sector in the index. Two stocks are 
included in the index from the banking sector as it is the 
largest sector of the industry including the eliminated stocks ,
STOCK SAMPLE LIST FOR THE BURC INDEX
1 . A l·: çime n t o 11 . К o г· d s a
^ » A X çel i k 12. Köytaş
3. Ea g f aş 13. Pinar Süt
4 . E X i s a 1A . S a X· к u у s a n
5 . Çe 1 i k Ha 1 at 15. Te 1 etaş
6. Çukurova Elektrik 16. T. Iş Bankası
7. Ege B i r a c i 1 i k 17. T . E)em i r dö)<üm
8. Ereği i E)emi r Çelik 18. T. Şişe Gam
9. K a. I' t o n s a n ı s . Y a s a ş
10. Koç Holding 20. Yapi Kredi Bank
Total volume of the stocks 
included in ttie index = 2,904,26 3,348,675
Total volume of the market = 4,032,606,125,249
As can be shown from the above values, 20 stocks that are 
included in the Bure Index have a total trading volume which is 
equal to 72 % of the total trading volume of the market.
A t
B. WEIGHTING SCHEHE AI>!D THE FORMULA OF THE INDEX : The weight of 
e security in the index is te.l^ en as the ratio of the daily 
trading volume of that stock to the daily trading volume of the 
market consisting of the stocks included in the index. Another 
interesting and different poirit is rather than the prices or 
values the returns of the stocks are weighted. This index will be 
called as the Eure Index. Notationally it can be represented as 
lollo w s :
20 P. — P V
Bur·Ç 1 rideX = Bure Index  ^ Zl ---------------  ^ ------
• ' C=1 P V
i.Ct-1) Mt
Burç Index 2 0  P, - P
= Burç Index + - ------  E ----- ---------  ^
t —1 ,, t= 1
Ml
Burç Index = Burç Index -»■ A Burç Index ^ t 1-1 t
= Burç Index t Burç Index * ^ 1-1 ^ 1-1 1
V. : Daily volume of the i i h  stock at time t
V : Daily volume of the market consisting of the stockiMl
included in tfie index at time t
P , P : Price of the tth stock at time t and t-1 
1 1 i ( l - l >
r : return of the index at time t
1
/1 UJ*4 ·_·
As can be understood from the formula, for calculating 
today’s index value, the below procedure has to be follo'wed.
B ) The returT'ls of each stoc 1·; included in the index is calculated, 
b ) E a. c t"i return of a stock is assigned a. weight w hi i c ti is equal to 
the ratio of its daily trading volume to the total daily 
tracing volume of the market under study.
c> The weighted-average of the returns are calculated. The result 
is B ti o w i n g t ti e return of the index for today.
d; ioday’s return is multiplied by the yesterday’s index in order 
to calculate the change in the index.
e .) 1 11 e c I'l a. n g e i vi the index is summed with t ti e yesterday’s index
value to reach today’s index value.
E. THE COMFORT OF MAINTENANCE WITH THE BURÇ INDEX 
After an index is constructed, situations periodically arise 
which require its revision. The situations causing a problem that 
make a revision necessary in the Old or New ISE Index are :
(1) a change in the sample size (2) substitutions to replace 
unsatisfactory securities (3) the capital increase of a firm.
For the Bure Index, (1) and (.2) is no more a problem and 
there is no need of an adjustment in the formula. For the third 
problem, it has a very easy solution than in the case of the 
other ISE indices. This may be best understood by using an 
i1 lustration:
(Fr i da y ) ( M о n d a у ) ( T и 0· s о a у )
2 0 . 7 . 1 9 9 0 2 3 . 7 . 1 9 9 0 2 4 . 7 . 1 9 9 0
P r i c e  of t h e  K ö y t a ş  S t o c k 2 7 , 5 0 0 3 , ÖZj O 4 , 2 0 0
V of S h a r e s  T r a d e d  ( K ö y t a ş ) 5 5 , 2 0 0 1 3 1 , 4 0 0 3 7 9 , 5 0 0
Table 12 The price a.nd of shares traded of Koytas stock, before 
and after the change in firm’s capitalization
E X a m ]:»1 e :
The Koytas Textile Corp. has increased its capital from TL 
billion 1.05 to 10.5 at 23.7.1990 by giving one free share to be 
refunded from its revaluation fund and eight shares to be paid by 
shareholders from its nominal value of TL 1,000 for ech share. 
While calculating the Burç Index in 23. /.1990, using TL 27,500 as 
P for· t fi i s stock will cause a big error- in the index. Instead,
t - i
an adjusted price should be used in order to calculate the return 
of this stock for that day.
C
P = (P + C )  ^ -7Г-
t -1  R О
O L D
(P + c )
1-1 R
N E  V/ CIR
C ; the cash needed to exercise the right for one share
R
GIF: : the capital increase ratio
P 1.05= (.2/, 500 + 5,000.)  ^ ■ = TL 5,550
A D J .  K O Y T A S  ( 2 0 . 7 . P 0 )  l U . O
Hence the return of Koyta? for· that day is:
P - P
K O Y T A S <23. 7 . PO  ) A D J  . K O Y T A S <20 . 7 . PO>
K O Y T A S  <23. 7 . PO>
A D J . K O V T A S  ( 2 0 .  7 . P O  >
r = 0.0545 = 8.45 %
K O Y T A S
1 î  t İl G o l d  İSE 1 î'i d e X hı a s b e e n  u s e d ,  an a d j u s t  m e n t w o u i d hı a v e b e e n 
nıade i n  b o t h  t h e  b a s e  p e r i o d  v a l u e  a nd  t h e  t o t a l  o u t s t a n d i n g  
s li a r e s or 1 1 j e s t o c k . I f  t ti e New I £ E I n d e x  hi a s b e e n  u s e d  an
o d i u s t m e n t  v ; oul d  be n e c e s s a r y  i n  t h e  b a s e  p e r i o d  v a l u e  of  t h e
iij Cl I k. e t . T h i s  a d j u s t m e n t  w o u l d  a l s o  be u s e d  a f t e r ·  t hi a t d a y  i n  u s e  
of  b o t h  t h e  i n d i c e s .  H o w e v e r ,  i n  t h e  c a s e  of  B u r ç  I n d e x ,  t h i e r e ’ s 
rio n e e d  of  an  a d j u s t m e n t  a f t e r  t hi at  d a y ,  a s  t h i s  i n d e x  i s
corj  s i d e  r i n g  t h e  r e t u r n s  o f  t h e  s t o c k s .  H e n c e  f o r  2 5 . 7 . 1 9 9 0 :
4200 - 3,S50 = 9.17KovTAs 3,850
The problerii of changing the outstanding shares number in the 
othier indexes is automatically solved in the market conditions of 
t hie BuI c Index a s the daily trading volumes of this stock will 
increase after the capital increase day. (Look at the
accelerating increase in the daily trading volume in Table 12)
C. THE STRATEGY THAT SHOULD BE FOLLOWED 
IN DECIDING THE SUBSTITUTIONS IN THE BURÇ INDEX 
The Istanbul Stock Exchange is developing rapidly. Each 
month 2-3 companies have got the permission of quotation in the 
ISE. Hence, thie sample list of thie index hi as to be revised 
frequently. Following the below strategy, the problems that can 
be emerged may be solved quickly.
A) The sample list has to be revised for every five months (about 
100 trading days)
E-1
E ) E 1 i m i n 3 t i c> n , s o r-1 i n g , c 1 a s s i i i c 3. t i o n , and s e l  e e t i o n s t e s
£ ı^ o u 1 d be 3. ]:< p* 1 i e d in  e a. c h re  v i s i c< n .
As a result of t ti i s strategy, t ti e new s t o c 1< s t ti a t are
iiıstly quoted in this 5 months period will have thie chance of
being included in the index. The stocks that were eliminated 
because of not satisfying the stated conditions in the last 
p-eiiod may also be included in the index if they satisfy these 
■:·oncl i t i oris for t ti i s time. Ttie additions, deletions or 
s u b s t i t u t i C' n s will not cause any m. a i n t e n a n c e ]:· r o 1 e m in the index 
as can easily be seen from the formula.
D. AN ADVANCED WEIGHTING SCHEME FÜR THE EURÇ INDEX 
The only criticism that could be given to the weighting 
sctieme used in ttie Burç Index is its tiigh sensitivity to large 
short term changes(caused by a factor out of the market) in the
daily trading volume of a. stock. The unwanted effect of these
short-term changes may be compansated by using an advanced 
weighting scheme in the Burç Index. Instead of using the ratio of 
daily trading volume of a stock to the ratio of daily trading
volume of the market as a weight, both the daily ratio and the
past ratios may be taken into consideration. This should be done 
by applying the ’'exponentially weighted moving average"
technique. Notationa11y the weight of a stock using this 
framework can be represented as follows :
1
I + PP
X  ^ y  w^  i 1: -100 k=t 1 O O )
+ (1-X) * 1 t
Mt
w ri ere ;
V = the daily trading volume of the fth stock at time t It
V = the daily trading volume of the market at time tMl
X = the weight of the average of past ratios and 0 < X
T h e procedure is as follows :
a) The average of 100 past weights are taken.
b) The daily ratio of the tth stock is calculated.
c ) ' Tfie weighted average of the results found in (a) and (b) are 
taken.
X should be between 0 and 0.5 for our case because the present 
inlormati on is always more important than the past i 7*>f orma t i on in
such developing markets like the ISE. Hence, X = 0.25 may be a
, Ggood choice for our purpose.
E. COMPARISONS S. CONTRASTS OF DIFFERENT ISE 11-JDEXES 
The question of which index series gives the best indicatio7‘i 
of the stock market level has caused a great deal of interest. 
For the purpose of finding an answer to that question for the 
ISE, it is important to compare and contrast all candidates for
07' hi e r e are a lot of t e c hi ri i q u e s for- selecting t hi e optimum X , 
they are k^eyond thie scope of our discussion.
but
the most suitable index of the ISE. The following five stock 
market index will be discussed.
1. Old ISE Index
2. New ISE Index
3. Burç Index
4. DJ- 1SE 1nde X
5. Mixed Index
Fieviously, the first three of them has been discussed 
separetely. The fourth candidate is used to represent the 
price-weighted indices. It may be called as the Turkish version 
of the Dow“Jones Industrial Average. The fifth candidate is a. 
comp'osite of the Burç Index and the New ISE Index. The sample is 
taken from the Burç Index but the weighting sctierne is taken from 
the New ISE Index. The detailed explanations of tfiese two indexes 
are given in Appendix C, and Appendix D.
1. C.ÜMPAFISÜNS OF THE CANDIDATES FOR THE ISE INDEX; 
comparisons will be made in terms of sample
r-epresentativeness, weighting and convenient units.
1 ne
size-
S A M P L E  S İ Z . E  : The Old and the New ISE Index contains every ISE 
'stocks quoted in the first market so that the sample size equals
E^bout GO % of the 1£E population . The p-r i ce - we i g h t e d ISE 
conE· i s t.s of IS large, mature stocks. Burç index and t tie ii i xed 
i rjde- X coTit a. i ns 20 stocks r epr·esen t i ng nearly all sectors of t tje 
industry. Large samples usually give clearer indications about 
the market but including all the stocks quoted in the first 
market may cause a serious missing information problem for the 
Old and New ISE index.
F .E F 'f iE S E N T A T 1  V E l ' l E S S : In!o sector classification has bg*en made for
the Old ISE. New ISE and DJ-ISE index. The DJ-ISE index consists 
of ttie large, old, blue-ctiip firms and no small firms or new 
firms are included as in the case of DJIA. For the Eure and the 
Mixed index a sector classification has been made and a stock 
from each sector is included in the index as a r e p-r e s en t a t i ve of 
its sector.
W E I G H T I JİG: The Old ISE index weights each security equally. It is
not a price-weighted index, it’s rather a market-value index that 
shows the developments of market values of the companies. The 
equal weights represent the proportions that would result if a 
portfolio were selected randomly by an unskilled person. Hence, 
each security has an equal chance for being selected as a result 
of a ’’no skill investment strategy”. The New ISE index is a 
va1ue-weighted index, and the securities are weighted by their
As of April 20,1990 there were 50 stocks quoted in the first
market and 31 stocks quoted in the second market. Hence;
for the New and Old ISE : 50/61  ^ 100 = G1 %
for the Mixed and Burç indexes : 20/81  ^ 100 = 24 %
for the DJ-ISE index : 15/81  ^ 100 = 18 %
nvr-rlcet Values. Therefore the New i rid ex is in feet shov;ing the
ctiange in the market capitalization. If the ratio of publicly 
c· w î'ı e d stocks are nearly equal for all securities, then the î^l e w
1 E 1 Ti d e X is t fi e ti e s t to use, H o w e v er·, t hi i s r s. t i o v a r· i e s b e t w e e vj
10-70 % for the stocks quoted in the ISE, and is changing
continually in time. The Eure Index has been using the ratio of 
cia i 1 ;>' t r·a d i rig volumes of e a c s t o c k  to t tie total volume of ttie
m a r e t as a. proxy of this r· a. t i o . T hi e r· e f o i- e it r e ):> r e s e n t s t hi e
average investors gain better than the other indexes. On the 
other hand DJ-ISE is a price-weighted index and it is calculated 
using the adjusted divisor app>roach which would result in a 
policy of continually selling the shares of high price growth 
stocks and buying the shares of low price growth stocks.
C O h V E N I E N T  U N I T S : The DJ-ISE is set to 6578.33 points in 
12.9.1969. However, the points themselves cannot be used for the 
purpose of an economic interpretation but the other four indexes 
are set to 100 in their base period and contain percentage 
changes in the p'rices. Since the rate of return is the most 
important outcome for an investment, it is quite convenient. The 
Old ISE was set equal to 100 in January 1986. The New 1£E Index 
was set equal to 2217.66 in 29.12,1989 to maintain the 
continuity of the ISE index.
2, CONTRASTING THE CANDIDATES FOR THE I£E INDEX: The precetding
discuBEİon of the market shows that thie Burç Index best 
I e presents the gain of an investor· on the average. However, 
s u r p r i s i I'l g 1 y tfie percentage price changes are highly correlated 
w i t hi e a c hi other. T hi e greatest correlation appears to be between 
i. h) e 11 i X e d and t hi e New 1 S E index. T' hi e p o o r· e s t c o r r e 1 a t i o ri a p· g- e a r s
e t \·^  e e ri the 
c c> e f f i c i e ri t
Burç and 
is still
t hi e Old ISE 
e r у large.
i T'l d e X e s .
(T ab1e 13
but t. hi e c Cl r г e 1 a t i С» ri
)
OLD ISE NEW ISE BURG MIXED DJ -I SE
OLD ISE 1.0
NEW ISE .96525 1.0
BURG . 87160 .94816 1.0
MIXED .93625 .97446 . 97122 1 . О
DJ-ISE .95373 .95632 . 93094 .95133 1.0
Table 13 Correlation Coe i f i ci ent s between different indexes
The estimated cross- correlations for eachi pa i r is given through
Appendices E1-E9.
Another· tool for contrasting the market indexes may be the 
variabilities. For this purpose the indexes are standardized to
100 as of 2.1.1990. Figure 1 shows a plot of standardized index 
values. Variability is usually measured as the standard deviation 
of percentage price changes. But for our purpose, the standard 
deviation of both the returns and the levels are measured. 
Summary statistics for these variables are given in Figure 2 ii 3.
litre Sequence Plot —  INDEXDJS.tV^ PO
fig 1. Standardized Index Values
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Oari able í VhPO OAFO A^RO
Sample size 77 77 77
nverage 2.55962E-3 3.9545E-3 5.86214E-3
Medi an 1.22734E-3 3.06271E-3 5 . 40367E-3
Mode
Geometric mean
1.22529E-3 3.99625E-4 5.0783E-3
Oar i anee 1.21741E-3 1.20367E-3 1.45275E-3
Standard deviation 0.034C9Í4 0.0346939 0.038115
Standard error 3.97625E-3 3.95374E-3 4.34361E-3
Mi ni mum -0.0861807 -0.0874077 -0.0845707
Max i mum 0.0861775 0 .^ 9 7 1 9 0.0882212
Pange 0.172358 0.167127 0.172792
Lower quartile -0.0116931 -0.0147689 -0.0146079
U):per quartile 0.0235955 0.0244643 0.0322432
Interquartile range 0.0352886 0.0392333 0.0468511
Skewness -0.255743 -0.257114 -0.272236
Standardized skewness -0.916165 -0.921074 -0.97525
Kurtosis 0.455067 0.190556 -0.143179
Standardized kurtosis 0.815108 0.341321 -0.25646
Uari ableí VftRO
SarTiple size 
Average 
Medi an 
Mode
Georrietric mean 
Variance
Standard deviation 
Standard error 
Mi ni mum 
Max i mum 
Fange
Lower quartile 
Upper quartile 
Interquartile range 
Skewness
Standardized skewness 
Kurtosi s
Standardized kurtosis
77
6.00456E-3
5.07321E-3
4.22514E-3
1.31417E-3
0.0362514
4.13123E-3
-0.0865534
0.0845985
0.171152
-0.0128471
0.0299502
0.0427972
-0.3808V7
-1.36444
0.338393
0.606123
^^8  2 , Summa
ry Statistics For
The Levels of Indexes
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Vari able! VftKO VARO VARO
Sariple size 
Average 
Kedi an 
Mode
Geometric mean 
Vari ance
Standard deviation 
Standard error 
Mlni mum 
Max i mum 
Range
Lower <?uartile 
Upper quarti1e 
Interquartile range 
Skewness
Standardized skewness 
Kurtosi s
Standardized kurtosis
78
137.93
137.353
136.545
137.252
183.268
13.5376
1.53284
103.647
165.92
62.2736
131.792
143.88
12.0876
-0.261621
-0.943288
0.600842
1.08318
78
149.21
148.109
147.658
148.291
261.428
16.1687
1.83075
104.888
181.38
76.4922
142.221
157.082
14.8603
-0.556238
-2.00555
1.04348
1.TB116
78
154.906
158.297
158.921
153.482
398.883
19.9721
2.26139
100.742
191.771
91,0287
149.309
164.924
15.6155
-0,994023
-3.584
1.20046
2.16416
Vari able i V A R O
Sarriple size 78
Average 153.83
Medí an 158.769
Mode 158.441
Geometric mean 152.527
•v^ar 1 ance 356.566
Standard deviation 18.883
Standard error 2.13807
Mi ni mum 101.396
Max i mum 178.789
Í· ange 77.393
Lou'er quartile 148.568
Upper quartile 164.721
Interquarti1e range 16,1524
Skeuness -1.30829
Standardized skeuness -4.71711
Kurtosis 1.18079
Standardized kurtosis 2.12871
Fig 3. Summary Statistics For The Returns' of Indexes
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V. THE UNDESIRABLE EFFECT OF USING CLOSING PRICES IN THE INDEXES
All of the indexes discussed so f & r h&.s been Colculated by 
ij s i n g 1 fi e closing |j r· i c e s of t hi e s t o c s . T hi e closing p rices* as 
its riame require, shiow the situation a.t. thie end of thie trading 
session. T' hi e r· e f o r e the usage of the closing prices misleads us in 
calculating the return of an average investor. An example v· i 1 1 
i) e 1 i:> us I o illustrate t hi i s si t u a t i c· n .
E X a m p 1 e :
( 1 ) 
10:00
(2)
10:15
( 3)
10:30
(4 ) 
10:45
(5)
11:30
(6 ) 
11:45
( / ) 
12:00
The ISE 1 ri d e X 374 9 3701 3688 3680 3677 3750 3 7 6 0
Tra ding Volume 0 1302 5409 11205 49708 50505 52361
( In TL t i 1 1 i o n )
Table 14 Intraday behaviour of the market on 2 March 1990
The trading in the market begins at 10:00 and ends at 12:00. 
The return of the ISE Index for that day was;
ISE
r = (1----- Î—  ) * 100 =C1- (3760.6/3749.1)) * 100 = + 0.31 %
*■ ISEl-l
61
Tiirie Sequence Plot uEiHTK)d^2eeo)
Time
Fig . The! Price ami Volume Levels of The Market Through The Trading Session
Time
Fig A.2. The Price and The Rate of Change of The Volume Through The Trading "i 
Session
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This returri is computed by using the I£E Index which is 
calculcited by using the closing prices* Does it realiy show the 
return of an average investor? Examination of the Figure 4 will 
h)e 1 ]:> us to find an answer·.
As can easily be sfiown from the figure 4.1 &nd 4.2 , 84.6 %
of the total volume was made between 10:30 and 11:30 while the
6index has been varying in the range of 3668.41-3677.43. 
Therefore an investor selling its stock in that day lost money 
compared with its position in the previous trading day 
( 1 , liar ch, 1990) . However, the index has been claiming that he or 
s hi e gained 0.31 % .
Our claim will be best understood by comparing the 
weighted-average prices for 2,March,1990 with the closing prices 
of 1,March, 1990. Examining the daily bulletin of 2,March, 1990 it 
is seen that 37 stocks, out of 50 stocks included in the index, 
has decreased. Some examples, consisting mostly of the stocks 
having high weights in the index, are given in Table 14. The 
weighted average price of all of the stocks listed in Table 15 
has decreased compared with the closing price of 1, March, 1990.
Examining the figure 4.2, the change in total trading volume 
for this period was TL 44.299 Billion (5.796+38.503) and it makes 
a 84,6 % ((44.299/52.361)^100) of the total trading volume.
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1.3.1990
( C 1 o 5 i n g p-1· i c e s )
2.3.1990
( W e i g hi 10 d cr.\' 0 1' a g e prices)
Ereğli Demir Çelik 15,250 15,068
Çu k u r· o V a Elektrik 26,000 25,212
Koç Holding 34,000 31,861
Yap i Kredi Bankas i 9,200 8,913
Ba. gf aş 10,800 10,194
£arkuysan 33,500 31,451
A r ç e 1 i k 27,500 26,190
Table 15 Closing and weighted average prices or selected 7 stocks 
on 1 March 1990.
This example is warning us that a study has to be made in 
order to examine the effects of using weighted-average prices 
instead of the closing prices in the index. For this purpose; one 
can make two types of experiments :
1) Calculating the cross-corre1 ation coefficient between the 
levels and percentage returns of closing and weighted average 
prices of a stock.
2) Constructing an index with the weighted-average prices and 
calculating the cross-correlation coefficient of the percentage 
r.eturns or levels between this index and the existing ISE Index.
B o t hi o f f. h & 0 X p e r i iTi Gr n t s w & r g m g. d g g n d t. fi g f d 1 l o w i ng  r g s u 1 t s 
WGie tGkon frOITl Gschl o f t'riG G X per i rriGnt .
1) This experiment is made by using the logarithmic returns of 
two stocks, Ereğli Demir Çelik and Çukurova Elektrik, and the İSE 
Index. The estimated cross-correlations of the percentage returns 
between the ISE Index and Çukurova Elektrik was previously given 
in Appendix Al. The correlation coefficient(the magnitude of the 
pike at 0 lag) is estimated to be 0.82865.
In Appendix FI, instead of using closing prices of Çukurova 
Elektrik the weighted-average prices are used, and t ti e 
correlation coefficient is estimated to be 0.76958 which makes a 
4.71 % decrease compared with that of Appendix Al. On the other- 
hand, applying the same procedure for Ereğli Demir Çelik data, 
surprisirig results are taken. The cross-correlation coefficient 
calculated in Appendix A2 is 0.7808 whereas it is computed as
0.52870 in Appendix F2 which makes a 32.29 % decrease. The 
relative decrease in the cross-correlation coefficient for both 
stocks are very normal as the itidex is calculated by using the 
closing prices, but the magnitudes of the decreases are 
significantly large. In order to show the consequences of this 
effect, the regressions are run for the same variables in 
Appendix A1,A2,F1 and F2. The results of regressions are given in 
Appendix G ..
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Dependent. *V a. r· i a b 1 e R-squa. red Correlation coefficient
Çukurova closing 66.67 0.82665
Çukur ova weigtited 62.34 0.78958
Ereg1i c ]losing 60. 96 0.76068
E r- e g 1 i v; e i g fi t e d 27.95 0.52670
All of the dependent variables are expressed in the logarithmic 
returns o t the prices and for all of them the independent 
variable is the logaiithnic return of the 1£E index.
Table 16 Summary of the values given in Appendices A1-A2, Fl-FS 
and G
Table IG summarizes the values given in the appendices. For 
Eregli stock, 60.98 % of the return of the closing prices are 
explained by the change in the ISE index. For the same stock this 
value drops to 27.95 % when the weighted average p-rices are used.
2) Arj iridex is constructed by using the weigtited average prices 
in order to compare with the current index calculated by using 
the closing prices. The only thing that is done to calculate the 
weighted-average ISE index is to substitute the weighted-average 
prices instead of the closing prices in the index formula. The 
cross- corre1 ations of the levels and logarithmic returns of these 
two indexes are given in Appendix К and L. The cross-correlation 
coefficient is estimated to be 0.99616 for the levels but 0.60114
bb
for tfie returns. The corre I s. t i on coefficient of returns is re. the r 
smell in magnitude compered w i t fi the correlation coefficients in 
T able 13 'w I'l 1 c fi Is a ri indi c a t o r · of t fi e i n e f f i c i e n c'/ i ri u s i ri g
closing pi'ices.
G Í
VI. RESULTS Sc CONCLUSIONS
The first observation of this study is; tfie security market 
i rid i ca t ÜI s a.Ve beefi cons t r·ucted to g i ve short s I'ld c. i ea r a fis we v s 
to the questions about the market. The averages and indices give 
tfie answers of different questions, in other words, they are 
indicators of different things and are useful for different 
p* u r· P» o s e s . Hence, before selecting the most suitable m a r· k e t index 
for the 1£E, the features of the market has to be examined in 
d e t a i 1 .
Examinâtionof the ISE for the period May 7- June 8 1990, the 
rapid development in the market could easily be seen. The 
frequency of trading of the stocks increased a lot compared with 
the past years. The population of the ISE stocks is also 
increasing rapidly as each month, at least 2 or 3 stocks are 
being listed in the ISE by the permission of tfie Capital Market 
Board. This brings the necessity of more frequent revisions in 
the ISE Index.
Before constructing an index for the ISE with which to work, 
the New ISE Index and the Old ISE Index are discussed. The 
problems associated with the Old ISE Index can be summarized in 
ttiree topics :
a) Missing value problem
b) Ttie usage of equal weigfits which represents the results of a
68
n Ü £ k i 1 1 investment s t r· a. t e g y *
c ) The r- e p- r e s e n t a t i y e n G £ £ pa· o b 1 e m e m e r· g e cl with the r a. p i d
d e V e 1 Cl p· ni e n t of t hi e 2'nd market of the 1 S E .
The first and the third problems stated for the Old ISE
Index are also valid for the New ISE Index but the biggest 
problem of this index is its weighting sc fie me. It is a 
va 1 ue-we i ghtecl index and calculated by dividing the total market 
value of tfie stocks included in the index to thie total base 
period market value. Hence, it only show's how much the total 
market value of the firms has increased. Example 2 of the part
1I1.E.2 shows the inefficiency of this weighting scheme used in 
the current ISE Index. In this example, altough nearly the same 
TL amounts were invested in Koç Holding and Koytas stocks during 
the selected period, the weight of Koç Holding is 69 times that 
of Köytaş stock in the ISE Index. Therefore it is very clear that 
both tfie Gld and the New ISE Index fail to show the gain of an 
average investor, and there is an urgent need for an index which 
best estimates this gain.
The proposed index (Burç Index) is designed on the claim 
that using the value of publicly owned rather than the total 
market value of the companies in the index is the best solutuion 
to the weighting scheme problem of the ISE Index. For this 
pjurpose, the daily trading volumes of stocks are used as a proxy 
to' the share of publicly owned stocks of a company. The
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cons 1 rue t i on of the index begins with an elimination process. The 
missing value problem is solved by the help of this process as 
the stocks causing this problem are completely eliminated from 
further discussion. Before selecting the sample , the whole 
industry is classified into sectors. Then the stocks that have 
the largest trading volume in their sectors are selected to be 
the representatives of their sectors. This method has been 
solving the representativeness problem of the Old and the iJew ISE 
Index also.
When there is a change in the sample size or there is a 
substitution in the index, no adjustment is required for the Burç 
Index. However, these situations are causing maintenance problems 
in the Old and the New ISE Index. In the case of a capital 
increase , the Burç Index requires an adjustment for only the 
capital increase day. There’s no need of an adjustment after that 
day, as this index is considering the returns of the stocks 
rather than the prices. But the Old and the New ISE Index do 
require an adjustment.
Another observation of this study is, the inefficiency 
caused by the usage of closing prices in the index. The closing 
prices as its name require, show the situation at the end of the 
trading session. Hence, the usage of closing prices misleads us 
in calculating the gain of an average investor.
As a result of this study, the Burç Index has been sol vine 
all of tf)e problems associated with the Old and tfie New 1SE 
Index. Using the weighted aV'ierage prices In the Burç Index will 
give us the most suitable index which will best represent the 
gain of an average investor for the Istanbul Securities Exchange.
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APPENDIX A
The Cross-correlations between the returns of ISE Index 
a n (d the Selected 12 Series;
1 ) Çu k u I· o V e E 1 e k t r· i k
2) Eregli Demir Çelik
3) Bagfaş
4) Tel etaş
5) Saikuysan
6) Çelik Halat
7) Eczaci baş i Yat ir im
8) Bolu Çimento
9) liakina Takım
10) Iş Bankas i (C)
11) Alarko Holding
12) Enka Holding
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APPENDIX C
DJ-ISE INDEX
DJ-ISE =
t
1
n
15
E P.i tI-l
15 1 Ö r £:e . o l d ,  arid mature s tocl< s of t e 1 SE ar e i nc l ude d a n
ti'ie index as in the case of Dow-Jon&s averages.
SA IİFLE LIST
1 . A1-: Ç İ m e î i t o 9. Kartonsan
E · AI· ç e 1 i k 10. Koç Holding
3. Ea gf aş 11. K o r d s a
4 . Er i sa 12. Sarkuysan
5. Ç e 1 i k .Halat 13. T . î ş Bankası
6. Çukurova Elektrik 14. T. Şişe Cam
7. Ege Eiracilik 15. T. Demirdöküm
8. Ereği i Demi r Çelik
DJ-ISE Index is calculated by using ^'adjusted divisor"’ 
approach. Hence, n=15 at the beginning of the data but it is 
adjusted when a firm issued new stock. The denominator is 
adjusted so that when ”an adjusted divisor"’ is divided into 
post-split sum of stock prices the index doesn"t change.
Cl
Example : T. Şişe Cam Inc. has increased its capital by 75 % at
18,September,1969. The DJ-ISE was 6613.33 points.and the price of 
the T. Şişe Cam stock was TL 5200 at 15,September,1989 which was 
the last trading day before the increase in capital. What would 
be the new divisor?
The adjusted price of the stock = (5200) / 1.75 = 2971.43
Sum of the prices before the split = 6613.33 15 = TL 129,200
Sum of the prices after the adjustment = 129200 - 5200 + 2971.43
= TL 126,971.43
The new divisor =
14.74126493
Sum of the prices after the adjustment 
Index value prior to split
126971.43 
6613.33
C2
APPENDIX D
MIXED INDEX
İSE-MIXED =
20
E  P- * Q· ,V I L tV = 1
20
r P  ^ 0.^ vo lo1=1
 ^ 100
The sam]Dİe hi as been selected by a jd]:» lying thie procedure for 
thie Burç Index*
SAMPLE LIST FOR THE ISE-MIXED INDEX
1. Akçimento
2. Arçe1 i k
3. Bagfaş
4. Br i sa
5. Çelik Hal at
6. Çukurova Elektrik
7. Ege Biracilik
8. Ereğli Demir Çelik
9. Kartonsan
10 . Koç Holding 
11 * K o r d s a 
12* Köytaş
Dİ
1 3 . F’ i Tl a r· S ü t.
14* £ a T' k u y £ a. n
15. T e 1 e t a ş·
16. T. İş Ba7‘ikasi
17. T. E)Gm i rdöküm
18. T. Şişe Cam
19. Y a s a ş
20. Yapı Kredi Bankası
The base period value is calculated by using the prices and 
outstanding shares numbers of 12,9,1989 (Beginning date of the 
data), and is adjusted when a firm increase its capital by 
collecting cash from its shareholders. Remember that;
C 1 CBP = BP + -----  * 100
t t ~ i ISEt-i
An adjustment in the base period value also should be made in 
additions, deletions or subs t i tut i o7is .
D2
The plot of cross-correlations 
for the selected 5 indexes :
APPENDIX E
1) The Old ISE Index
2) The New ISE Index
3) The Burç Index
4) The Mixed Index
5) DJ- 1SE Index
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Esti mated cross-correlations for 21 DFOP I)I FF LOO EUFC.VAF'O and LIFE LOG ÎKI.EX90
Lag Esi i mate Lag Estimate Lag Esti mate Lag Esti rr,ate
-24 -.16256 -23 -.04598 -22 .04559 -21 .04807
-20 .00322 -19 .10595 -18 .15181 -17 .07758
-16 -.01618 -15 .04723 -14 .00572 -13 -.00111
-12 -.04384 -11 -.02506 -10 -.01260 -9 .11687
“8 .07604 -7 .01025 -6 .14900 - j .12938
-4 .04503 -3 -.16497 -2 -.17910 -1 ,25961
0 .94816 1 .34236 2 -.19926 3 -.2io67
4 -.05125 5 .12655 6 .05367 7 -.03325
8 .06545 9 .12341 10 -.06055 11 -.05666
12 -.01377 13 -.00624 14 .04746 15 .05617
16 -.01775 17 .04463 18 .08811 19 .00490
20 -.08648 21 -.02008 22 .04823 23 -.02504
24 -.17334
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Esti mateol or-oss-correl ati ons for 21 ИРОР PIFF LOG íiUEC.OAPO snd PIFF LOG IHPEXPJ
Lag Estimate Lag Estimate Lag Esti mate Lag Estimate
-24 -.14598 -23 .00260 “22 .08637 -21 .00486
-20 -.06486 -19 .08069 -18 .15379 -17 .08175
-16 -.04371 -15 .04109 -14 .02991 -13 -.00684
-12 -.06906 -И -.05852 -10 -.01930 -5 .12244
-6 .07625 -7 -.01554 -6 .10505 “5 .09562
-4 .02912 -3 -.17574 -2 -.19949 -1 .29772
0 .97122 1 .30295 ¿ -.24311 3 -.24916
4 -.03937 5 .13395 6 .08700 7 -.04525
e .05334 9 .12995 10 -.07758 11 -.03615
12 -.04706 13 .00201 14 .03535 15 .06707
16 -.03487 17 .08524 18 .13925 19 .01891
20 -.06475 21 -.01584 22 .04188 23 -.03041
24 -.16211
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Esti mated cross-oorrelati ons for 21 DF:DF 1>1FF LOO BURC.OAPO and I’iFF LOO Pb!I'J90.
Lag Esti mate Lag Estimate Lag Estimate Lag Esti mate
-24 -.11386 -23 -.02380 -22 .02979 -21 .00283
-20 -.02924 -19 .07875 -18 .16476 -17 .05611
-le -.01758 -15 .06515 -14 -.01327 -13 -.04997
-12 -.05302 -11 -.05422 -10 .01701 -9 .10869
-8 .01276 -7 -.01073 -6 .15428 -5 .19174
-4 .03992 _ g -.18432 -2 -.19924 -1 .31261
0 .93094 1 .25636 ci -.19456 3 -.19775
4 -.03938 5 .12860 6 .07638 7 -.06776
8 .10633 9 .13445 10 -.06747 11 -.02446
12 -.00929 13 .00895 14 .06174 15 .06680
16 -.02291 17 ,11049 18 ,09849 19 -.02814
20 -.09413 21 -.01854 22 .03709 23 -.01549
24 -.20426
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Estimated croES-correlations for l'IFF LOG INtEX. VAFO and 1)1 FF LOG INDEX. VAFl
Lag Est i mate Lag Estimate Lag Est i mate Lag Estimate
-24 -.01185 -23 -.00519 -22 .08860 -21 .03370
-20 -.0S586 -19 -.09705 -18 -.09668 -17 -.00492
-16 .02545 -15 -.06512 -14 -.04097 -13 -.08871
-12 .02679 -11 .19185 -10 -.01295 -9 -.18266
-8 -.11763 -7 -.04624 -6 .11287 -5 .12157
-4 .06614 -3 -.13808 -2 -.08693 -1 .29031
0 .96525 1 .31480 2 -.07805 3 -.16295
4 .06649 5 .11144 6 .16137 7 .02707
8 -.04780 9 -.16279 10 .01973 11 .18838
12 .00467 13 -.06614 14 -.07635 15 -.09524
16 -.10986 17 -.02447 18 -.06661 19 -.09757
20 -.09579 21 .08234 22 .07994 23 -.05796
24 -.02837
E4
E?tir-,sted Cross-Correl at i ons
lag
Esti mated cross-correlations for PIFF LOG n'!I)EX90. MAEO and BIFF LOG INDEXDJ2. UAE
L aQ Estimate Lag Estimate Lag Estimate Lag Estimate
-24 -.20619 -23 -.02782 -22 .07360 -21 -.01583
-20 -.08951 -19 .02529 -18 .06418 -17 .04081
-16 -.01795 -15 .09005 -14 .07205 -13 -.00045
-12 -.03089 -11 -.07976 -10 -.04412 -9 .09794
-8 .05319 -7 -.03046 -6 .08367 -5 .12981
-4 -.01134 -3 -.19638 -2 -.17950 -1 .37929
0 .97446 1 .34262 2 -.19781 3 -.20040
4 .03006 5 .17296 6 .12819 7 -.02254
8 .04596 9 .09963 10 -.05083 11 -.02893
12 -.03349 13 .00303 14 ,03187 15 .05954
16 -.00683 17 .07867 18 .13158 19 .06568
20 .00101 21 .02999 22 .02721 23 -.08514
24 -.21282
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EEtimated crosE-correl ati ons for DIFF LOG INDEX.VftFO and DIFF LOG INDEXDJ,WFO
Lag Estimate Lag Estimate Lag Esti mate Lag Estimate
-24 -.04686 -23 -.00225 -22 .07281 -21 .00930
-20 -.11217 -19 -.08886 -18 -.07915 -17 .00856
-16 .05015 -15 -.05719 -14 -.03271 -13 -.10926
-12 .02861 -11 .17031 -10 -.02274 -9 -.16903
-8 -.09776 -7 -.03396 -6 .12424 -5 .13591
-4 .07815 -3 -.12284 -2 -.06810 -1 .30769
0 .93625 1 .26559 2 -.06628 3 -.19645
4 .06450 5 .08214 6 .17860 7 .00484
8 -.00950 9 -.14008 10 .05596 11 .19705
12 .01881 13 -.07203 14 -.12441 15 -.11965
16 -.14317 17 -.04594 18 -.06200 19 -.06626
20 ' ' -.08086 21 .10528 22 .08044 23 -.04094
24 -.02001
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Ее і іmated croES-correl ati ons for DI FF LOG 1NDEXDJ2.UAKö and Dl FF LOG ?UDJ90.VfíIi
Lag Esti mate Lag Estimate Lag Estimate Lag Esti mate
-24 -.15857 -23 -.05197 -22 .00941 -21 -.00501
-20 -.03812 -19 .04184 -18 .13879 -17 .06128
-16 -.01284 -15 .07174 -14 .00812 -13 -.04917
-12 -.05325 - И -.05876 -10 -.02019 -9 .08790
-e -.02210 -7 -.05251 -6 .13382 -5 .23899
-4 .01772 -5 -.21005 -2 -.20520 -1 .35083
0 .95133 1 .28436 2 -.17672 3 -.16330
4 .00116 5 .14090 6 .06571 7 -.06095
8 .08512 9 .11613 10 -.05065 11 -.05366
12 -.01835 13 .01484 14 .08119 15 .05719
16 -.01109 17 .11204 18 .09473 19 -.00783
20 -.09246 21 -.01711 22 .06740 23 -.02712
24 -.23592
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Estimated cross-■correlation¡E for DIFF LOG INDEX.OftEO and I)I FF LOG PUDJ85.0ftF;0
Lag Estimate Lag Estimate Lag Estimate Leg Estimate
-24 -.05853 -23 .01840 -22 .08025 -21 .01213
-20 -.12462 -19 -.05120 -18 -.09068 -17 .00552
-16 .03744 -15 -.07154 -14 -.06762 -13 -.13042
-12 .02660 -11 .16075 -10 -.02237 -5 -.15134
-8 -.11344 -7 -.03038 -6 .16889 -5 .14834
-4 .05881 -3 -.13806 -2 -.03654 -1 .35610
0 .95373 1 .23567 2 -.07855 3 -.15477
4 .05786 5 .05207 6 .15440 7 -.05105
8 -.04479 9 -.17656 10 .04403 11 .15888
12 -.02557 13 -.10816 14 -.10450 15 -.05521
16 -.07311 17 -.02232 18 -.04804 15 -.06348
20 -.07825 21 .10378 22 .05605 23 -.02714
24 -.00624
E8
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ІЕІіітіаіесІ сго55-согге1 atiorıs Гог І)ІГГ 1 Н1>ЕХ90.ѴАРО ап(і ^ІГГ 10^ PUI)J90.ѴАЕО
Іад Е£іі гпаіе Іад Е£іішаіе Еад Ееіі ггіаіе Іад Евііггіаіе
-24 -.17289 -23 -.05446 -22 .01536 -21 -.01492
-20 06206 -19 .03635 -18 .09294 -17 .04056
-16 -.00903 -15 .09984 -14 .02026 -13 -.04720
-12 -.02861 -11 -.08259 -10 -.01099 -9 .07162
-8 -.01562 -7 -.02955 -6 .13494 -5 .22579
-4 .00312 -3 -.20306 -2 -.17217 -1 .40113
0 .95632 1 .30711 2 -.14921 3 -.15297
4 .03001 5 .16931 6 .11960 7 -.03999
8 .07335 9 .10864 10 -.03789 11 -.00797
12 -.00420 13 .02747 14 .05299 15 .07338
16 .01567 17 .10885 18 .09785 19 .01849
20 -.02196 21 .02548 22 .02974 23 -.07536
24 -.25311
Е9
APPENDIX F
Estimated Cross Correlations Between the Rate of 
Cfiariges in the index and the Selected 2 Series
1) Çukurova Elektrik Weighted Average Prices
2) Eregli Demir Çelik Weighted Average Prices
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AF^PENDIX G
Thie Regression Analysis of the Returns of the Index 
and t hi e Selected 2 Series :
1) Çukurova Elektrik Weighted Average Prices
2) Ereğli Demir Çelik Weighted Average Prices
• V Λ .
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APPENDIX H
Estimated Cr oss Correlations Coef t i c i ent s Between 
the Returns iU Levels oi the Current I£E Index and 
an ISE Index Calculated by Using the Weighted 
Average Prices of the Stocks
^ s i  jm a ^ cd  C r o s s  C o rT £  i cd i DnS
lag
EstitTiated cross-correlations for PIFF LOG ftGIFLIK.WEO and PIFF LOG AG1PLIK2.VAF
Lag Esti mate Lag EstiiTiate Lag Esti mate Lag Estimate
-24 -.09533 -23 .08291 -22 .10267 -21 .08263
-20 .05084 -19 -.00775 -18 -.01107 -17 .04260
-16 -.06076 -15 -.06261 -14 -.03707 -13 .01130
-12 .06971 -11 .01438 -10 -.05210 -9 .12555
-8 .06342 -7 .01658 -6 -.00148 -5 .10850
-4 .04754 -3 -.15455 -2 -.08416 -1 .50477
0 .80114 1 .22330 2 -.07898 3 -. 12036
4 .12748 5 .06753 6 .05254 7 .01229
8 .07427 9 .00527 10 .07431 11 .02041
12 -.00180 13 .01511 14 -.01675 15 -.02774
16 -.08898 17 -.04099 18 .01743 19 .01224
20 -.01420 21 .11288 22 .08531 23 -.00501 .
24 -.03023
Hl
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Estimated cross-correlations for ftGlRLIK.VAEO and AGIEL1K2.VAEO
Lag Estimate Lag Estimate Lag Estimate Lag Esti iïiate
-24 .58712 -23 .60937 -22 .62778 -21 .64375
-20 .65962 -19 .67750 -18 .69533 -17 ,71180
-16 .72572 -15 .73942 -14 .75560 -13 .77354
-12 .79100 -11 .80765 -10 .62631 -9 .84669
-8 .86451 -7 .88109 -6 .89608 “5 .91520
-4 .93072 -3 .94661 -2 ,96524 i. .98464
0 ,99818 1 .98249 2 ,96375 3 .94603
4 .93090 5 .91450 6 .89712 7 .67916
8 .86112 9 .84231 10 .82311 11 .80349
12 .78568 13 .76834 14 .75092 15 .73524
16 .72046 17 .70624 18 .69091 19 .67423
20 .65723 21 .64194 22 .62626 23 .60716
24 .58536
H2
